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Binocular stereopsis is a powerful visual depth cue. To exploit it, the
brain matches features from the two eyes’ views and measures their
interocular disparity. This works well for matte surfaces because dis-
parities indicate true surface locations. However, specular (glossy)
surfaces are problematic because highlights and reflections are dis-
placed from the true surface in depth, leading to information that
conflicts with other cues to 3D shape. Here, we address the question
of how the visual system identifies the disparity information created
by specular reflections. One possibility is that the brain uses monoc-
ular cues to identify that a surface is specular and modifies its inter-
pretation of the disparities accordingly. However, by characterizing
the behavior of specular disparitieswe show that the disparity signals
themselves provide key information (“intrinsic markers”) that enable
potentially misleading disparities to be identified and rejected. We
presented participants with binocular views of specular objects and
asked them to report perceived depths by adjusting probe dots. For
simple surfaces—which do not exhibit intrinsic indicators that the
disparities are “wrong”—participants incorrectly treat disparities at
face value, leading to erroneous judgments. When surfaces are more
complex we find the visual system also errs where the signals are
reliable, but rejects and interpolates across areas with large vertical
disparities and horizontal disparity gradients. This suggests a general
mechanism in which the visual system assesses the origin and utility
of sensory signals based on intrinsic markers of their reliability.

psychophysics | perception | gloss | texture | computational analysis

Shiny objects such as sports cars, jewelry, and consumer elec-
tronics can be beautiful to look at. However, such objects pose

a difficult challenge to the visual system: if all (or most) of the
light reaching the eye comes from the reflections of other nearby
objects, how does the viewer discern the object itself? This
problem becomes more acute when viewing with two eyes. Un-
like shading or texture markings, the positions of reflections
relative to a specular (shiny) surface depend on the observer’s
viewpoint. This means that when the surface is viewed binocu-
larly (i.e., from two viewpoints at the same time), corresponding
reflections fall on different surface locations. In consequence,
the binocular disparities created by specular reflections indicate
depth positions displaced from the object’s physical surface (1, 2)
and the 3D shape specified by disparity can be radically different
from the true shape of the object. For special cases, such as an
ideal planar mirror, the visual system could not, even in princi-
ple, estimate the true depths of the surface from the reflections.
However, for more complex shapes, such as a polished metal
kettle, we rarely encounter problems judging shape. Most models
of biological vision place heavy weight on binocular disparity
cues, whereas artificial systems often rely almost exclusively up-
on them. How does human vision recover the depth of these
specular objects?
We suggest that the brain’s treatment of specular reflections is

likely to exploit general mechanisms for assessing the origin, and
utility, of sensory signals. Because specular reflections are a natu-
rally occurring situation in which the visual system is faced with
potentially large discrepancies between different depth cues (i.e.,
disparity, shading, texture), they present a valuable opportunity to

gain insights into how the brain derives robust estimates from
noisy, unreliable, or inconsistent information. In particular, there
are two key problems: (i) how the brain discerns the cause of
a given signal (e.g., does a disparity originate from a surface
marking or a specular reflection?) and (ii) how the brain deter-
mines whether the information is trustworthy [e.g., how are sta-
tistically “optimal” cueweights chosen (3–6)?].Here we exploit the
natural discrepancies between depth cues that arise for specular
objects to address these questions.
Broadly speaking, there are two general approaches that the

visual system might use to identify and overcome the spurious
binocular information from specular reflections. First, it has been
suggested that the brain “knows” the physics of specular reflec-
tions (1). On this basis, once a disparity is identified as originating
from specular reflection, the brain could apply specific compu-
tations to infer the true surface from the reflection. The process of
identifying a surface as specular could exploit ancillary markers
(4) (i.e., nonstereoscopic information that the surface is shiny),
which alter the interpretation of disparities. In particular, there
are believed to be several monocular cues that indicate surface
specularity such as (i) the distribution of image intensities [surface
highlights, lowlights, and other signals (7–9)], (ii) the elongation
of image features (10, 11), and (iii) patterns of motion (12) and
color (13). Thus, ancillary markers could indicate that a specular
reflection model applies and therefore that disparities should be
interpreted using “knowledge of the physics” of specular re-
flection. This approach is analogous to processes that alter the
interpretation of scene lightness based on scene layout (14–16).
Alternatively the brain might exploit intrinsic markers—that

is, characteristic properties of the signals themselves, such as
their magnitude or distribution—to temper the use of disparity.
We reason that rather than explicitly “knowing” the detailed,
quantitative physics of specular reflections (i.e., having dedicated
mechanisms for correctly interpreting disparity fields from
specular reflections), the visual system may be able to detect
when disparity signals are substantially abnormal and therefore
reject them as untrustworthy.
To understand the roles played by ancillary cues and intrinsic

markers, we first analyze the disparities produced by specular
reflections to identify candidate signals that could act as intrinsic
markers. Then, we use a custom stimulus generation method to pit
monocular and binocular information against one another. In
particular, we compare 3D shape judgments between renderings
that have normal specular reflections with renderings in which we
“paint” the reflections onto the object’s surface so that they have
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the same stereoscopic depths as the surface itself. The two types of
renderings produce images in which the nonstereoscopic in-
formation is almost indistinguishable, but which differ critically in
the stereoscopic behavior of the reflections. Thus, ancillary
markers (i.e., the lustrous appearance of the surface derived from
nonstereoscopic cues) should be very similar in the two conditions,
whereas intrinsic markers (i.e., diagnostic properties of the dis-
parity signals themselves) are quite different. By comparing
observers’ depth judgments for the two classes of stimuli, we
sought to determine the relative influence of ancillary and intrinsic
sources of information for perceptual estimates of shape.

Results
Physical Analysis of Binocular Specular Reflections. To understand
the properties of binocular specular reflection, consider a sphere
reflecting its surrounding environment (Fig. 1). A given feature
in the environment is reflected into the two eyes by different
locations on the sphere’s surface, giving rise to a binocular dis-
parity. By considering light information originating from all
possible illumination directions, we can map out a surface de-
fined by these disparities. This surface generally lies some dis-
tance away from the object’s physical surface and we refer to it
hereafter as the “virtual surface.”
The location of the virtual surface is influenced in large part by

the curvature of the object: it generally falls behind the true
surface for convex surfaces and in front for concave surfaces (2).
Moreover, the lower the curvature, the further the virtual surface
is from the true surface. Thus, small changes in object shape or
orientation can lead to large changes in the disparity field (Fig.
2A), highlighting the difficulty faced by the viewer in estimating
the true shape of the object. Finally, because the viewing vectors
can be skewed, they do not always intersect, creating large ver-
tical disparities (see Experimental Procedures and Fig. S1 for
a detailed explanation). If the brain took the disparities pro-
duced by specular surfaces at face value, its estimate of shape
would be completely incorrect.
To test whether the visual system uses ancillary cues (i.e.,

monocular signals that indicate that a specular object is being
viewed) in modifying the interpretation of disparities, we de-
veloped a stimulus rendering procedure in which we effectively
paint the reflections onto the surface of the object (Fig. 2B). This
creates stereopairs in which the monocular images are almost
identical to the specular case, but the disparities indicate the true
physical surface positions (Fig. 2C). We use this painted case to
illustrate that these physical-surface–based disparities are quite
different from the virtual surface. Consider the simple near-
spherical object depicted in Fig. 3A (we describe such objects as
“muffins”; in this case the object’s deviation from a sphere is so

slight that it is practically indistinguishable). If the object is painted
(Fig. 3B), viewing the shape binocularly gives rise to a shape-spe-
cific distribution of horizontal and vertical disparities across the
image (17). Now consider the same shape with a specular surface
(Fig. 3C). The pattern of horizontal disparities is quite different
(i.e., the shape of the virtual manifold differs from that of the
surface, as in Fig. 2A) and generally contains greater extremes of
horizontal disparity gradient. Moreover, note that although the
distribution of vertical disparities in the image is qualitatively
similar (i.e., a “cross” centered on fixation at zero elevation and
azimuth in Fig. 3C), the magnitude of the vertical disparities
increases dramatically. Thus, even for a relatively simple shape
(smooth, convex, and almost spherical), specular reflections can
give rise to binocular signals that have large magnitudes.
Now consider viewing a more complex 3D shape (Fig. 4) that

is globally convex, but contains local concavities (we describe
such objects as “potatoes”). These surfaces give rise to dis-
continuities in the virtual surface (around surface inflection
points) with some isolated portions in front of the true surface
and with the majority behind it. This results in very large hori-
zontal disparity gradients that often exceed human fusion limits
(18, 19). Further, there are locations where there are potentially
one-to-many matches (i.e., multiple disparities along a line of
sight), and other locations for which no disparity is defined for
a given cyclopean direction (i.e., holes in the disparity field).
Moreover, the distribution of vertical disparities across the image
becomes extremely unusual: large vertical disparities are expe-
rienced near the point of fixation, which does not occur for
Lambertian objects.
Based on this analysis, we have identified potential intrinsic

markers that indicate specular reflection (i.e., horizontal dis-
parity outliers, horizontal disparity gradients, and large vertical
disparities) and shown that the strength of these markers varies
with the 3D shape. Moreover, our painted rendering method
allows us to test the role of ancillary markers by presenting two
different classes of stimuli (painted vs. specular) that are prac-
tically indistinguishable when viewed monocularly (Fig. 2C).

Behavioral Measures of 3D Shape Perception. We tested human
participants to determine whether the visual system correctly
interprets disparities when estimating the shape of specular
objects [i.e., the brain “knows the physics of specular reflections”
(1)] or whether it is biased toward the erroneous depth indicated
by the virtual surface. Importantly, the intrinsic disparity markers
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Fig. 2. Properties of the virtual surface and “painted” vs. specular surface
rendering. (A) Virtual surface is highly sensitive to both surface and viewing
geometry. It can be concave even though the physical surface is convex, and
small object rotations lead to large changes in its shape. (B) Near-spherical
“muffin” whose surface normals are illustrated using a red-green-blue color
representation. Cartoons depict the disparity-defined profile for a slice
through the equator of the shape: One for the object rendered with
a specular surface, the other for the “painted” case where the illumination
map is essentially stuck onto the physical surface. (C) Stereopairs (cross-eyed
fusion) for both the painted and specular views of the object from B.
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are weak in magnitude for the muffins, but stronger for the po-
tatoes. Thus, if the brain relies on intrinsic markers, then the
perceived depth profiles should follow the virtual surface for the
muffins, even though the surface is clearly specular. By contrast,
for the potatoes, the brain should reject the disparities wherever
the intrinsic markers indicate the disparities are incoherent.
We presented subjects with computer-generated images of

painted or perfectly specular (i.e., mirrored) surfaces (Fig. 5A)
and asked them to report perceived surface shape by adjusting
the binocular disparity of small probes until they appeared to lie
on the surface. In both cases, the monocular appearance specified
purely specular surface reflection properties, without any diffuse
component or texture markings. Thus, we are able to isolate
specular disparities from other shape cues in a manner analogous
to the use of random dot stereograms to isolate standard disparity
signals. As a baseline measure, we also created stimuli whose
surfaces combined specular reflectance with both diffuse and tex-
ture components, thereby creating disparity layers corresponding
to the physical surface as well as the virtual manifold.
In the first experiment, we tested four simple convex shapes

(muffins) in three different orientations relative to the viewer.
Subjects adjusted 11 probes arranged along a horizontal raster
across the midline of the shape. These shapes and probe locations
were carefully selected so that although the virtual disparities were
“incorrect,” they did not exhibit the large gradients, vertical dis-
parities, or other effects that could indicate that they were un-
reliable. Nevertheless, the shapes indicated by the disparities were
dramatically inconsistent with the true (near-spherical) shapes of
the objects, as signaled by monocular cues (11) (Fig. 3C).
When fusing the painted and specular stereopairs, viewers

typically appreciate marked differences between the two: the
specular shape has reduced amplitude and a quite different to-
pography (Figs. 2C, 5A, and 6A). Our observers reported con-
siderable differences between the apparent depths of the painted
and specular muffin objects (Fig. 5B). For the painted stimuli
(blue squares), subjects were highly accurate at placing the
probes at the true depths of the surfaces, suggesting that ancil-
lary markers of specular reflection are unlikely to play a strong
role in the interpretation of binocular disparity signals. For the
specular stimuli (orange circles) the subjects’ settings lie very
close to the virtual surface, rather than the true physical surface.

This suggests that the brain interprets the disparity signals “at
face value,” as if they indicated true surface locations, rather
than a virtual manifold behind the physical surface. Fig. 5C
summarizes the average data from all subjects and shapes, con-
firming that for the painted condition, settings were very close to
the physical surface, whereas for the specular condition, they
were much closer to the virtual surface prediction.
In our second experiment, we tested more complex potato

shapes, containing both convexities and concavities, and mea-
sured probe responses along three horizontal raster lines. Recall
that for these stimuli, the disparity field is much more complex
than for the muffins (Fig. 4). If the visual system is unable to
estimate the depth profiles of specular surfaces when the surface
geometry is simple, we might expect that it would perform as
badly, or worse, with more complex shapes.
Surprisingly, we found that subjects’ settings for potatoes did

not always fall on the virtual surface, and indeed there were
some locations where the settings lie closer to the true surface
than to the virtual surface (Fig. 6B). In some portions of the
shape, observers’ settings conform to the virtual surface; how-
ever, at other locations they do not. How does the visual system
determine whether or not to rely on the disparity information at
a given location? One possibility is that the unusual properties of
specular disparities outlined above act as an intrinsic marker that
the underlying binocular information should therefore be rejec-
ted when estimating 3D shape. To test this idea, we applied
a “disparity detectability constraint (DDC),” using performance
limits of the human visual system on outliers, horizontal disparity
gradients, and the magnitude of vertical disparities (19–21) to
identify and remove unreliable portions of the virtual surface.
We then considered participants’ estimated depth judgments by
separating settings from the “specular” condition into two clas-
ses: (i) those that come from reliable portions of the virtual
surface, and (ii) those that come from portions that are identified
as unreliable by the DDC criteria. Fig. 6C shows that for the
reliable portions of the virtual surface (orange dots) settings are
clustered close to the virtual prediction, as occurred with the
muffin stimuli (Fig. 5C). In other words, whenever the disparity
signals are reliable, the brain tends to treat them at face value, as
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if they indicated the actual position of the surface (which, of
course they do not). By contrast, where the disparity signal is
atypical (Fig. 6C, gray circles), the settings are broadly distrib-
uted and are in many cases closer to the physical surface than the
“good” virtual surface disparities.
What can account for this perhaps counterintuitive result that

settings are closer to the physical surface when specular dis-
parities are atypically large or incoherent? One possibility is that
the visual system could interpolate across the gaps caused by
these signals, basing its estimates on the more reliable in-
formation flanking the unreliable regions and shape information
from monocular cues. To test this idea, we filtered out unreliable
disparities and interpolated across the resulting gaps in the vir-
tual surface using Bezier curve fits as a simple way of imposing
a smoothness constraint (22) on the interpolated surface. These
prediction curves are qualitatively quite similar to the subjects’
settings (Fig. 6B, black dashed line), although note these fits are
not intended as a quantitative or biological model of spatial in-
terpolation—other interpolation methods may fit subjects’ set-
tings more closely. The important idea is that the brain appears
to use some kind of spatial interpolation to deal with missing,
inconsistent, or otherwise untrustworthy disparity signals. Such
a strategy would be applicable not only to specular surfaces, but
to other “bad” disparity signals as well, such as in refractive
media (e.g., a heat haze), or when retinal or eye-movement noise
leads to spurious vertical disparity signals, or where contrast is
locally too low for disparity to be measured reliably.
Whereas many objects encountered in the natural world have

a specular component, purely specular surfaces are relatively
rare—most materials have some combination of specular and
diffuse reflection. In the main experiments, we used purely
specular surfaces to isolate the information provided by specular
disparities. However, it is interesting to ask how well the brain
estimates shape when additional cues are present. We therefore
obtained settings for objects that had partially specular surfaces
(i.e., combinations of shading, texture, and specular reflections).
These objects provided information about the physical location

of the surface from the binocular disparities associated with
surface texture and shading, as well as information about the
virtual surface overlaid in a physically realistic manner. Un-
surprisingly, we found that when a textured surface component
was visible, observers’ settings lay on the physical surface of the
object (Fig. S2). This suggests that when segmenting the two
potential surface locations, observers select the one that is most
coherent as the one likely to represent the true surface location.
As the relative strength of the surface markings change (e.g., high
spatial frequency texture marks become visible relative to low
spatial frequency shading signals), the observer’s impression of
the surface shape is likely to change.

Discussion
Previous work has suggested that specular highlights can aid 3D
shape perception (23, 24), especially when combined with other
cues (25, 26). However, the presence of a specular highlight does
not always influence shape judgments (27) and these signals may
sometimes be ignored (28). Here, by isolating the specular dis-
parity cue, we have identified the specific image quantities that
the brain could use to reject potentially misleading disparities.
It is important to clarify that the extreme values of vertical

disparities and horizontal disparity gradients that are rejected by
the disparity detectability constraint are unfusible and therefore
probably not encoded at all by the visual system. These portions
also tend to be flanked by regions that are fusible but still contain
unusual values. Our computational analysis shows that for com-
plex shapes (potatoes), fusible areas appear to be isolated
regions surrounded by unfusible areas. These fusible “islands”
correspond to regions of local convexity and concavity, which are
isolated from each other by inflection contours where the virtual
surface depths go to infinity. At the borders of these regions the
vertical disparities and horizontal disparity gradients reach their
maximum, beyond which disparities become unavailable. Recent
studies show that the visual system is sensitive to rapid changes
of sign in the vertical disparities (29). It is possible that a similar
mechanism could help the visual system to identify regions of
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unfusible disparities. Thus, the transitions from fusible to unfu-
sible regions are not random, but have specific binocular prop-
erties that indicate the underlying signals are unreliable.
If the visual system rejects unreliable disparity signals in the way

we have suggested, it is interesting to ask what happens when the
stimulus contains only reliable or only unreliable signals. In the
main experiments we tested this by comparing simple and complex
shapes. However, another approach would be to isolate those
locations within a given object that contain reliable or unreliable
signals, respectively. In Fig. S3 we show what happens when the
unreliable or reliable portions are selectively removed from the
image, by hiding them behind an occluding surface. Observe that
when the reliable portions of the specular reflection are the only
portions visible, the surface appears to be smooth, coherent, and
reliable, much like the muffins (Fig. 5A). By contrast, when the
reliable portions are occluded, the remaining surface regions ap-
pear incoherent and difficult to interpret as a surface. This sug-
gests, again, that the visual system uses a spatially localized
measure of the trustworthiness of disparity signals—derived from
the disparity signals themselves—rather than an ancillary marker
based on the global monocular appearance of the material.
Until now, we have considered the role of monocular cues in

providing ancillary cues to the material properties of the surface
(i.e., specular or Lambertian) rather than as an additional source
of information about 3D shape. However, monocular cues, in-
cluding the occluding contours (30) and the compression of the
surrounding environment (11), provide potentially useful infor-
mation about surface structure. If intrinsic markers temper the
use of disparity as we suggest, it is expected that the relative
importance of priors and other shape cues will increase for
locations in which disparity is unreliable (3, 5, 31, 32). To test this
idea experimentally, we made a simple manipulation of swapping
the two eyes’ views of our stimuli to pit monocular and binocular
cues against each other. This manipulation inverts the disparity-
defined depth ordering of all points in the image (i.e., turning
a convex surface into a concave one), while keeping all other
aspects of the display identical. We contrasted observers’ 3D
shape judgments for painted and specular potatoes using oc-
cluding masks to show the reliable and unreliable portions of
these shapes. We found that reversing the binocularly specified
shape reversed observers’ 3D shape perception when painted
objects were displayed or when reliable portions of the specular
potatoes were visible (Fig. S4). By contrast, reversing the two
eyes’ views had no effect on the perceived depth structure for the
unreliable portions of the shapes; instead, observers’ judgments
were consistent with the 3D shape specified by monocular shape
cues in conjunction with a convexity prior (33, 34). Thus, con-
sistent with the use of intrinsic disparity markers, in locations
where disparity signals are less reliable, observers’ judgments of
shape rely more on other sources of information about 3D shape.
It is important to note that in computing the virtual surface, we

made the simplifying assumption that objects reflect an environ-
ment at optical infinity, which clearly would not hold in the real
world. One consequence of this is that the disparities created by
reflected features do not depend solely on the curvature of the
surface, but also on the distance of the reflected features from the
surface. We tested the effects of illumination distance and found
that disparities are dominated by the object’s surface curvatures,
with the distance of reflected features playing a minor role, even
for surfaces with only shallow curvature (Fig. S5). Nevertheless,
when reflected scene elements occlude one another, unmatchable
features (i.e., Da Vinci occlusion) can occur, with the potential to
introduce horizontal and vertical matching offsets. Whereas such
discontinuities are encountered in everyday viewing, they com-
plicate the virtual surfaces we compute by introducing additional
discontinuities (e.g., the virtual surfaces of our muffin objects
would not be smooth, due to additional discontinuities imposed
by the scene’s 3D structure). How the visual system distinguishes

unmatchable features that are due to occlusion from those that
are due to specular reflection is an important unsolved problem.
Further, it is still unclear whether it is possible, even in principle,
to fully and uniquely infer 3D surface locations from specular
disparities. To date, computational work (2, 35–37) suggests that
specular disparities provide constraints on surface structure but
do not necessarily specify shape uniquely. Interestingly, monoc-
ular cues based on compression (11) also provide only constraints
on shape, but the constraints are different. A promising topic for
future research is whether the intersection of monocular and
binocular constraints can be used to uniquely identify surface
structure from specular reflections.

Conclusions
Together, our findings suggest that a single general strategy can
account for the way the brain handles disparity signals arising from
specular surfaces in a wide variety of contexts. The simple, convex
stimuli in our experiments do not contain extensive unmatchable
regions or large vertical disparities at unexpected locations.
Therefore, although the surfaces are clearly specular, the disparity
signals themselves do not contain the intrinsic indicators that they
are unreliable, causing the visual system to interpret them at face
value (and thusmistake the virtual surface for a true surface). This
also occurs for portions of the more complex objects, where the
disparity signals are reliable.
In contrast, where features are outliers in terms of either

horizontal or vertical disparities, this indicates to the brain that
the disparity signals are unreliable. In the limit, some regions
become unfusible and disparity signals are lost completely. In
response, to estimate 3D shape, the visual system relies more on
monocular cues or spatially interpolates the estimates of depth
from more reliable disparity signals at other locations across the
surface. This allows the brain to reject portions of the virtual
surface, resulting in estimates that sometimes lie closer to the
true surface. Thus, rather than knowing the physics of specular
reflection, the brain likely interprets specular objects by applying
a general robust strategy that would be useful whenever disparity
signals behave abnormally, whether or not the origin of those
signals is a specular surface.
The findings also have more general implications for the

coding of sensory signals. It is common to think of the reliability
of sensory signals as depending primarily on their noise or var-
iance (3–6). However, here we have shown that other aspects of
the signals (in this case values that are outside the expected
range in certain dimensions) can also play a role.

Experimental Procedures
The five subjects had normal or corrected-to-normal visual acuity and normal
stereo vision; one was author A.A.M., others were naïve to the study. They
provided written informed consent in line with the ethical approval granted
to the study by the University of Birmingham Science, Technology, Engi-
neering and Mathematics ethics committee. Participants viewed stimuli us-
ing a dual-display (ViewSonic FB2100×) mirror stereoscope. Viewing distance
was 50 cm. Stimulus presentation was controlled by a computer with an
NVIDIA Quadro FX4400 graphics card. Screen resolution was 1,600 × 1,200
pixels at 100 Hz. The two displays were matched and linearized using pho-
tometric measurements. Head movements were restricted using a chin rest.

Stimuli were created and rendered in Matlab (The MathWorks, Inc.). We
used two sets of objects: simple muffins and complex potatoes. Muffins were
created by distorting spheres (radius, R = 3 cm) with a sinusoidal wave whose
period and amplitude were varied. Period was defined in terms of the
number of cycles of the wave within the sphere (n = 2, 3, 5, or 9), and is
intuitively understood in terms of the number of “corners” the object has.
Amplitude was varied for each n-cornered muffin so that the resulting object
was everywhere convex (α = 1/8, 1/15, 1/60, or 1/220). There were three
rotations of the muffins with respect to the viewer (denoted by φ0). The
Cartesian profile of the objects was defined in terms of spherical functions of
elevation (θ) and azimuth (φ), where
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Xðθ;φÞ=Rð1+ α sinðnφ−φ0ÞÞ× cos φ× sin θ

Yðθ;φÞ=Rð1+ α sinðnφ−φ0ÞÞ× sin φ× sin θ

Zðθ;φÞ=R× cos θ:

Potatoes were spherical functions created by distorting the sphere with
a number (n = 20–100) of symmetric and normalized Gaussian bumps (σθ =
π/12, σφ = π/(12 sin θ):

Rpotðθ;φÞ=Rsphere +
XNbumps

k=1

0:2
2πσ2θk

e
− ðφ−φk Þ2

2σ2
φk

−ðθ− θk Þ2
2σ2

θk :

Bump locations were selected randomly across the surface of the sphere
(specified by φk and θk), with the effect that surface had regions of local con-
vexity and local concavity. However, convexities dominated, as is typical formost
natural objects. Objects were scaled so that the maximum radius did not exceed
3.5 cm.

Stimuli were rendered in Matlab under natural illumination [Eucalyptus
light probe (38)] where the illumination was treated as arriving from infinite
distance (7, 39). Specifically, we mapped the illumination map onto the
surface of the object using the surface normal vectors and the physical law
of specular reflection. Specular stimuli were rendered such that the reflected
ray vectors arrive at left and right eyes (i.e., texture maps differed for left
and right eyes). For painted stimuli, the reflection process was modeled with
respect to the cyclopean point, so the same texture map was applied for left
and right views, so that it appeared that the illumination was painted on the
surface of the object. Following the mapping process, the objects were
rendered using off-axis stereoscopic projection.

Disparity Properties of the Virtual Surface. To compute specular disparities, we
traced view rays from each eye to the surface and calculated the reflected
rays that point into the environment. Corresponding locations on the surface
are those whose reflected rays point at the same location in the world in the
left and right eye (i.e., parallel rays, assuming illumination at infinity). For
specular surfaces, the view vectors that point at corresponding surface loca-
tions from the left and right eye generally do not intersect (“skew rays”). In
this case, we impose a match by projecting the two rays into a plane that
contains the two eyes and the center of the object, where they do intersect.

We project this intersection point back onto the left and right eyes’ view rays
and define the virtual surface point as the average of these two positions in
3D space. Thus, correspondence is defined using only the horizontal (epi-
polar) disparity component, and the vertical (orthoepipolar) disparity com-
ponent remains as a measurable residual (see Fig. S1 for further details).

To define the DDC, we used thresholds for vertical disparities of 12 arcmin
(20, 21) and thresholds of horizontal disparity gradients of one (19). A disparity
was identified as unreliable on the basis of passing either threshold. Interior
regions that were flanked on both sides by portions that were excluded by the
DDC were treated as outliers and also removed due to their small size (in
practice, this tended to remove the small concave portions of the virtual sur-
face in front of the true surface). We considered the use of constraints based
on discontinuities in vertical disparity signals (29); however, abrupt changes of
vertical disparities in our stimuli were typically bounded by holes in the virtual
surface making this criterion unreliable. To interpolate over unavailable or
unreliable regions, we applied Bezier curves to down-sampled (to avoid
overfitting) data from reliable portions of the virtual surface.

Psychophysical Procedure. In the first experiment, we tested geometrically
simple objects (muffins). Therewere four shapes viewed in three orientations,
and two surface material conditions per shape (perfectly Lambertian and
perfectly specular), i.e., 24 conditions per subject. Subjects (n = 5) indicated
perceived depth using a probe adjustment task in which they controlled the
depth of 11 probe dots along the horizontal midline of the stimulus such
that the probes appeared to lie on the surface of the object (initial depths of
the probes were randomized). In the second experiment we used irregular,
nonconvex 3D objects (potatoes). There were four shapes and two surface
material conditions (perfectly Lambertian and perfectly specular). We used
the same probe adjustment task, but this time there were three rasters (11
points each) of probes per shape (one raster was placed along the horizontal
midline of the shape, the other two were shifted 1.3 cm up and down in the
frontal plane forming a regular grid of 33 probes).
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Recovering the Virtual Surface
To define the locations at which binocular signals indicate depth
for specular surfaces, we presented analysis in the main paper
based on finding the intersection between the view vectors for the
left and right eyes (the disparity defined “virtual” surface). As we
noted there, unlike for matte surfaces, the view vectors for the
left and right eyes do not generally intersect (that is, the rays
tend to be skewed). We illustrate this in Fig. S1.
Consider the 3D plot of binocular viewing geometry shown in

Fig. S1. The left and right eyes (EL and ER) fixate point F in space
and view a specular surface. The surface reflects an arbitrary
point in space (P). When viewed binocularly, P is reflected from
two different physical locations on the surface for the left and
right eyes (PL and PR). In other words, the left and right eye view
vectors vL = {PL – EL} and vR = {PR – ER} (normalized to length
1) point to the same place in the illumination map (at infinity)
but generally do not intersect. We can trace the continuation of
the view vectors beyond the physical location of the surface (here
indicated by the lighter shaded regions of Fig. S1).
We calculate the distances of corresponding points relative to

the fixation plane. In particular, we establish matches between the
view vectors by projecting the vectors into the fixation plane and
determining the location at which they intersect, denoted I.
(Note, as long as P is visible to the two eyes, this will always give
rise to a unique intersection location). We can then define the
location of correspondence for left and right eyes:

AL =EL + vL × kI −ELk× secðϕLÞ

AR =ER + vR × kI −ERk× secðϕRÞ:

Note that this gives rise to two solutions: one for the left eye and
one for the right eye. We find the midpoint between these two
locations in 3D space, and define this as the “virtual match.” The
virtual match is therefore an approximation of the virtual profile
relative to the cyclopean point midway along the interocular axis
(which is a common and convenient construct in binocular ge-
ometry). This approximation appears reasonable as (i) the de-
viation in virtual profiles for the left and right eyes is generally
small and (ii) this geometrically derived metric shows a strong
relation to participants’ settings. Whereas this second justifica-
tion is pragmatic, the formulation of the geometric solution was
constructed without reference to the empirical data.
It should also be noted that to describe the disparity statistics

from our stimuli, we use a derivation based on binocular ge-
ometry, rather than image-based matching of features. We
adopted this approach given the extensive range of assumptions
that a state-of-the-art machine vision algorithm would require.
Moreover, assumptions made by such software (e.g., smoothness
or horizontal raster-based matching) would not be appropriate
for specular disparities that we demonstrate in the main paper to
behave in atypical ways. Finally, an image-based matching ap-
proach would depend, in part, on the viewed scene, whereas our
approach provides a general solution.

Partially Specular Objects. In the main text we present results from
stimuli designed to isolate the specular disparity cue. However,
these perfect mirrors are rare in nature. In particular, typical
surface materials have several qualitatively distinguishable visual
components such as texture, shading, specularity, and translucency.
To ensure generality, we generated stimuli with five different

materials by combining specular reflection, shading, and texture.
We then repeated the depth probe settings with these stimuli
(Fig. S2).
Notice that texture and shading components are “attached” to

the surface (i.e., independent of viewpoint) and thus provide
correct stereo information about physical depth, whereas the
specular reflection gives rise to virtual surface. However, shading
and texture are different in terms of spatial frequencies. The
shading component alone is very smooth (low frequency surface
markings) in comparison with the texture case (high frequency
surface markings). Even though the disparity field produced by
a shaded object is fusible and consistent with the physical depth
of the object, it does not override the (partially unreliable) dis-
parity signals coming from the specular component of the
stereopair. Thus, when shading and specular components are
available (Fig. S2, mirror and texture shape), participants fail to
recover the object’s physical depth. However, as soon as high
frequency surface markings (random texture) are added, par-
ticipants ignore the specular stereo signals and rely on the dis-
parities of the texture markings that indicate the correct physical
depth (i.e., weak texture and strong texture conditions).

Masking Reliable and Unreliable Parts of the Stimuli. Based on our
knowledge of the disparity fields for all points of the mirror shape,
we sought to mask surface regions where the disparities are re-
liable or unreliable (i.e., vertical disparity < 12 arcmin, horizontal
disparity gradient < 1). We expected that the disparities that pass
these criteria would support a reliable impression of depth po-
sitions. In contrast, the depth impression for the unreliable
portions of the shapes was likely to be quantitatively and quali-
tatively different.
We created a flat, black mask in front of the object’s physical

surface for those locations where the disparities were unreliable
(Fig. S3). The mask forms a flat plane orthogonal to the line of
sight. This can be thought of as viewing the shape through a dirty
window. The reliable portions of the shape can be seen through
the (irregular) apertures in the mask. In a similar way we created
a mask hiding the reliable regions and showing only stereoscop-
ically unreliable patches. The outer contours of the shape were
also masked out in both cases to avoid Da Vinci stereo occlusion.

Testing for the Increased Reliance on Other Shape Cues When Disparity
Is Unreliable. In the main text we suggest that intrinsic markers
temper the brain’s use of disparity and could prompt the visual
system to exploit other sources of information (e.g., monocular
shape information and/or prior assumptions) for locations in
which disparity is found to be unreliable. Here we sought to test
this idea by inducing a conflict between disparity and monocular
shape cues.
We used themasking procedure outlined in Fig. S3 to selectively

reveal reliable or unreliable portions of the 3D shapes, and, as
a control, presented the same portions for “painted” objects. To
produce a conflict between disparity signals and the impression of
shape obtained from monocular cues, we made the simple ma-
nipulation of swapping the images presented to the two eyes, such
that convex portions of the shape should appear concave when
signaled by disparity. As explained in the main text, our experi-
mental logic was as follows.Where the disparity signals are reliable
(i.e., all locations in the painted object, and those regions of the
specular object identified as reliable), inverting the disparity sig-
nals should lead to a reversal in the perceived depth ordering of all
points on the object (i.e., convex regions should appear concave
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and vice versa). By contrast, where the disparity signals are
unreliable (i.e., those identified as unreliable in the specular
object), the visual system should not rely on the disparity signals,
depending instead onmonocular cues and a convexity prior. Thus,
for the unreliable regions, swapping the two eyes’ views should not
lead to an inversion of the perceived depth ordering.
On each trial, two locations on the shape were indicated by red

and green cross-hairs, with three pairs of locations per condition
(Fig. S4). Participants were instructed to indicate whether the
location on the shape under the green cross was in front or behind
the location under the red cross. The crosses were presented
monocularly, to avoid their carrying a disparity signal, which could
have interacted with the apparent depth of the surface. The color
of the two crosses was randomly alternated across trials, and
participants had no difficulty in determining their hues.
Consistent with the experimental hypothesis, we found that for

painted shapes, and reliable portions of the specular objects,
swapping the two eyes’ views led to an inversion judged depth (Fig.
S4B) such that judged depth order was opposite to the (ground
truth) physical object for reversed eyes viewing. In contrast, for
unreliable portions of the specular objects, judged depth order did
not change when the eyes’ viewers were swapped (Fig. S4B). We
summarized these data using a “reversal index” that quantified the
change in judged depth order between swapped and normal views.
For painted objects and reliable portions of the shapes, this index
was close to one, indicating a reversal in depth judgments. How-
ever, for the unreliable portions of the specular shape, this index
was close to zero. This suggests that when the visual system is
confronted with unreliable disparity signals, other information
(monocular signals and a convexity prior) is used to inform esti-
mates of 3D shape.

Effect of the Distance from the Environment on the Virtual Surface. In
the main text we use an assumption of illumination at infinity. In
other words, the virtual surface was calculated assuming that the
environment is infinitely far away from theobject. The stimuli were
also rendered under this assumption, ensuring that the calculated
virtual surface presented in the paper is accurate and consistent
with the stimuli that were shown in the experiments. In reality,
however, the distance of a point in the environment to the surface
of the specular object is finite and the shape of the virtual surface
depends on this distance. This is particularly obvious for flat
mirrors because the reflections of objects appear as far behind the
mirror as the true object is in front. Thus, it is important to evaluate
the effects of distance on the calculation of the virtual surface.
To test the importance of the assumption of illumination at

infinity and its compatibility with the main conclusions of our
paper, we conducted an analysis of the effects of illumination
distance on calculated disparities. We calculated virtual surfaces
for spherical illuminations of different, finite radii. The schematic
in Fig. S5A shows the viewing geometry and illuminations pro-
files that we tested. The object (pentagon muffin from experi-
ment 1) was positioned at the center of the coordinate frame; the
viewing distance was 50 cm (from the center of the object to the
cyclopean point) and the interpupilary distance (IPD) was 6.5 cm.
The red dotted circular profiles show illumination spheres of
different radii, i.e., we assume that the environment is a sphere

centered on the object. Fig. S5B shows virtual surfaces corre-
sponding to these illuminations of different radii. The orange
solid line (“baseline”) shows the virtual depth profile for illu-
mination at infinity; the blue dotted lines indicate virtual profiles
for illuminations of different radii, and the bar chart shows mean
displacement of the virtual surface from the baseline values
calculated for infinitely far illuminations. It is apparent from Fig.
S5B that the exact depth of the virtual surface depends on the
distance from the reflected environment to the surface of the
object. However, if the environment is further than 60 cm, this
difference is negligibly small. Moreover, even in the extreme case
of an environment just a couple of centimetres away from the
specular surface, the virtual surface is still much closer to
the virtual surface for infinitely far illumination than it is to the
physical surface of the object.
We also considered a surface with a more complex structure

that included both concavities as well as convexities (Fig. S5C,
a shallow sinusoidal surface). In this case, the shift in the position
of the virtual surface is even less noticeable. Importantly, with
such surfaces, the locations of large disparity gradients and dis-
continuities (i.e., locations that we suggest provide important
signals about the reliability of the disparities) are essentially the
same irrespective of the illumination distance.
Our consideration so far has assumed a smooth surrounding

environment (i.e., the interior surface of the illumination sphere).
However, natural environments will contain discontinuous, but
piecewise smooth, illuminations. We illustrate such an illumi-
nation map in Fig. S5D where the infinite illumination (orange)
baseline virtual surface is shown for reference. First, we consider
a worst case scenario of an illumination map located very close
(minimum distance, 4 cm) to the surface of the object (red
dotted line). This illumination map (mean distance = 15 cm,
range is 10–20 cm from the center of the object) yields a virtual
surface (red line in interior of the shape) that has small, but
appreciable, deviations (i.e., the virtual surface is jagged). In
contrast, an intermediate illumination map (not visible in Fig.
S5D, but comprising a scaled version of the red illumination
map, with mean distance = 60 cm, and range 40–80 cm) yields
a nearly smooth virtual surface (blue line inside the object) close
to the baseline (orange) profile.
Whereas a range of depths in the illumination map is unlikely to

produce big deviations in the virtual surface profile for all but the
closest of illumination distances, there is potential forDaVinci type
occlusions to occur in the virtual surface. This is illustrated in Fig.
S5E where we show that a discontinuous illumination map (at close
distance) can give rise to different portions of the surrounding
environment being visible to the two eyes. This is a natural conse-
quence of viewing from different locations, and such occlusions are
routinely experienced around object boundaries and interior con-
tours during normal stereoscopic viewing. Discontinuous illumi-
nation maps, like those experienced in the natural world, therefore
have the potential to introduce additional unmatchable features
under specular viewing conditions. It is an open challenge to un-
derstand how the visual system distinguishes unmatchable features
due to occlusion from those due to specular reflection.
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Fig. S1. Estimating depths for nonintersecting view vectors. (A) Three-dimensional view. The viewer fixates point F. PL and PR represent the two surface
locations that reflect a given point in the environment (P) into the left and right eyes. The view vectors passing through these two points (vL and vR) do not
intersect in 3D. We can define a virtual point for the left and right eyes (AR and AL) based on establishing a match using a projection into the fixation plane. We
define virtual point (A) as the average of these two positions in 3D space. (B) Plan view. Assuming the visual system uses only the horizontal component of the
disparity is equivalent to projecting the view vectors into the fixation plane, where they now intersect at point I. The virtual points (AL and AR) are defined as
the projection of I back onto the 3D view vectors for the left and right eyes, respectively.
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Fig. S2. Stereopairs and results for settings for objects whose surfaces combined specular reflection, shading, and texture. (A) Mirror condition: only specular
reflection component is available, participants’ settings are close to the virtual surface (similar to Fig. 6). (B) Mirror and shading: specular reflection and shading
are combined. (C) Weak texture: specular reflection, shading and low contrast texture components are available. (D) Strong texture, same as C, but texture has
stronger contrast. (E) As in D, except that the reflection is attached to the physical surface (“painted” condition).
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Fig. S3. Isolation of the reliable and unreliable portions of a specular object using a mask. The Top stereopair shows the unmasked object. The Middle
stereopair masks off the unreliable parts of the object, so only the more reliable parts (38% of originally visible pixels) are seen. The Bottom row shows the
complementary mask, revealing the unreliable parts of the shapes (48% of originally visible pixels). In both cases, the outer contours are masked off (14% of
visible pixels).
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Fig. S4. Experiment in which disparity signals are inverted by swapping the eyes’ views. (A) Monocular images of the stimuli (in the experiment the stimuli
were presented binocularly). The red/green crosses are shown to illustrate locations at which participants compared the relative depth. (B) Results show
proportion judgements that accord to the physical ground truth: a value of 1 means consistent with the physical object and zero consistently opposite the
physical object. (C) Data from B expressed as a reversal index (2 − (normal + reversed)). Here a value of 1 indicates a full reversal, and zero indicates no reversal.
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Fig. S5. Effect of illumination distance on the location of the virtual surface. (A) Schematic of the viewing geometry and illumination distances. (B) Virtual
surfaces produced by illumination spheres of different radii. Solid orange line shows the profile obtained for illumination at infinity. Virtual surface changes
systematically as the illumination gets closer to the object (dotted blue lines). We quantify the difference between the mean depth of the virtual surface at
infinity and the other illumination distances (bar graph on Right). (C) Virtual surfaces for a sinusoidal surface that contains both convexities and concavities. (D)
Virtual surface under conditions of nonsmooth illumination for a nearby (10–20 cm) and intermediate (40–80 cm) illumination map. (E) Illustration of the
potential for occlusion and nonmatchable features arising from specular reflection.
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